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Experimental College Information
to Vic Dufour. The forms must in turn be forwarded to ·the Records
Office by December 22, 1970, if the courses designated are to be used
during the Winter 1971 Trimester.
6. Exclusive of the one planning course, credit arrangements for the
three "umbrella" courses are in units of three and expandable to a total
of 15 credits, thus allowing the individual student and his advisers to
create the most appropriate program to suit specific needs, intere~ts,
resources, and schedules.
7. The grade options are pass or imcomplete, depending on whether the
work completed meets the standards which the student and adviser set in
the original compact.
8. A record of course numbers, titles, names of advisers, current names,
addresses, and phone numbers of students, proposed project descriptions, and copies of completed projects reports is to be on file in the
Office of the Experimental College. This office is currently located in
C-519, Ext. 364. Supplying and maintaining these records is the responsibility of the individual Experimental College student.
9. These credit arrangements are of an interim nature, and are approved
by the Advisory Committee on New Programs, the Center for Program
Development, and the Office of Academic Affairs only through such
time as the evaluation of the Experimental College may indicate another
'iet of arrangements.
10. If anyone has any sentiments, comments, suggestions, etc., that he
judges would be helpful in evaluating the past two years of Experimental
College endeavor, please forward such information to William Moore,
Director of the Center for Program Development, office C-336. Mr.
Moore is currently coordinating a most thorough evaluation of the
program, and would be appreciative of any one could send his way.
11. Because arrangements have recently been made to administratively
credit a faculty member's department with the credit-hours produced
through Experimental College work (even though academically such
credits are not specifically departmental); and
Because the School will be funded by the State for the credit-hours
produced in the Experimental College just as it is funded for other
credit-hours produced at NISC;
Therefore, it seems appropriate that a faculty member's Experimental
College efforts be counted toward his 12 hr. teaching load. On this
matter, Vic Defour would be happy to discuss some possible arrangements with anyone who is interested.
As a final note of encouragement, let all who are interested in educational improvement try the Experimental College, with confidence as well as
with an eye toward criticalness. While the conditions outlined here are
guaranteed operable for the January.. 1971 Trimester, it is only fair to
point out, once again, that the program is being evaluated and that
planned involvement in trimesters subsequent to the coming Winter one
ought to be viewed with some tentativeness, should some changes in the
structure and/or function of the Experimental College become necessary.

I. The following course numbers and nomenclatures are now available
for the exclusive use of faculty and students wishing the credit-hour
advantages of Experimental College for Independent Study or Special
Group Projects when such advantages are not available presently within
their respective departments. These numbers now supersede all other
numbers previously used in the Experimental College.
Man the Innovator. (3 er) A planning course to be

(95-320)
(95-326 I)
, (95-327 II)
(95-328 Ill)
(95-329 IV)
(95-330 V)
(95-331 I)
(95-332 II)
(95-333 Ill )
(95-334 IV)
(95-335 V )
(95-336 I)
95-337 II )
(95-338 Ill)
(95-339 IV)
(95-340 V)

undertaken by the student (s) in consulation with
the appropriate faculty adviser during a trimester
prior to the fuller Experimental College undertaking.
Man and the Naturat'Order (3 er each)
Experimental and/or experiental work of an
inte-disciplinary nature in the physical
and natural sciences.
Man and the Social Order (3 er each)
Experimental and/or experiental work of an interdisciplinary nature in the social and behavioral
sciences.
Man and Civilization (3 er each)

Experimental and/or experiental work of an interdisciplinary nature in the humanities and creative
arts.

2. Any student and any faculty member may participate in Experimental
College work through the appropriate course descriptions listed above.
The program is designed for students who want the primary responsibility for organizing at least a part of their own education. The role of the
faculty member is one of advice and consulation when called upon by the
student.
·
3. A student may accumul_ate a total of 18 credits in Experimental
College work, with a given adviser being used for a maximum of six
credits (thus assuring some degree of interdisciplinary experience).
.
4. Man the Innovator exists specifically as a vehicle of preparation for the
students' full trimester ( 12-15 hrs.) of Experimental College work.
5. Faculty who wish to participate in the program must have course
cards reserved by section designation in their names on file in the
Records Office. This is in order to permit students who have obtained
the written consent of an adviser to enroll in the appropriate course (s)
via the regular registration procedure. Faculty members simply fill out
the forms entitled, Request for Class Schedule Change, and forward them ·

Menus for the week of
Dec.14
Monday, Dec. 14

Tuesday, Dec. 15

Wednesday, Dec. 16
Thursday, Dec. 17

Friday, Dec. 18

Hot Pork Sandwich
Swiss Steak
Fresh Thuringer and
Sauerkraut
Cabbage Roll
Fried Chicken
Broccoli on Toast
with Cheese Sauce
Chop Suey and Rice
Roast Veal and Dressing
Chipped Beef on Toast
Meat Balls
Turkey Sandwich
Pork Sausage and
Acorn Squash
Salmon Patties
Baked Fillet of Sole
Baked Macaroni

Winners of the
Swim Team Turkey
Raff le - Drawing held
Nov. 25th
Hans Anger
Susie Shore

''THE TWELVE CHAIRS''
IS

"ONE OF THE FUNNIEST
FILMS IN YEARS!"
- SHOW MAGAZINE

" Obe¥s no rules except those gov~
erning the lost art of pure comedy
... a cast of superlative clowns. led
by Ron Moody, the memorable Fagin
of 'Oliver.'"

"ACOMPIErEJOY! ACOMFl>Y

TO WARM THE HEART AND
LEAVE THE RIBS ACHING."

- Brutt Williamson. PI..AYBOY MAGAZINE

- Judith Crist, NBC ·TV

"* ***

AGEM! ... ACAUSE FOR RFJOIC!NG!"
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CHICAGO AT MICHIGAN
TILIPHONI 717-1722
PARKNEARIY

STARTS FRIDAY
DEC. 18th

11 Dec., 1970

Deadline for changing
Draft status - Dec. 31, 1970
Selective Service Director Curtis W. Tarr has extended to midnight, Dec.
31 the deadline for men wishing to drop deferments and be reclassified
into Class I-A status. Tarr said such requests "must be received by local
boards by that date or carry a postmark dated Dec. 31, 1970 or earlier. "
The new policy , announced by Tarr on Oct. 26 (see Vol. XIX , No . 38), is of particular interest to
college students who have II-S deferments and 1970 lottery numbers above 195.

Here it is, folks, what you've all been waiting for---the final installment
of this weekly journalistic hoax.
Now's the time, I suppose, to write about a "swan song" or "Gee, ain't
it been great!"---but I won't. I'll miss Northeastern , though, after four
and a half unique years here. I feel a sort of indescribably strong attachment to the place (I'm addicted to the grape drink in the coffee shop).
All seriousness aside, here are the inevitable thank yous: to my patient
editors, for putting up with me for two years too long; to the lunchladies,
who provided me with sustenance and the strength to continue ; to the
janitors, who swept the ashes from around my feet in the hallways and
didn't holler about using ashtrays; and finally, to all my instructors, who
kept me off the streets.
So after half a decade of going to classes sometimes and rubbing elbows
with thousands of future teachers, a body should have some idea of what
education is all about, right? Well , the most I can say is that I found out
some things that education isn't.
... Education isn't learning the poisonous art of manipulating and
maneuvering people, and only knowing them as means to achieve your
ends.
...It isn't using academic abstractions to disguise an ignorance of real
people in a real world .
.. .It also isn't playing cards or pool for a few hours each day .
... Straight A's and a passive, unquestioning attitude in class doesn' t
guarantee education.
... Education isn't learning how to converse with professors, and forgetting how to talk with janitors .
.. .Ten hours a week of studying courses, or sixty-three days in fou r
years---without spending a fraction of that time studying yourself---is no
better than a baby's step toward achieving it.
... And education isn't received, it's earned .
... "Education is not a question of so many years in college. When the
college gates close upon a man forever, he is not really at the end of
anything, but at the beginning of everything.---John Hunter

Tarr said he issued the latest policy statement because various local boards throughout the country
were sched uling their last meetings of the year at different tim es. By defining a specific deadline, he
said, the new policy "allows all registrants an equal amount of time to take advantage of the reclassification offer."
As reported earlier, Selective Service officials recommended that students with 11-S deferments in the
1970 lottery call their local boards to find out the highest number to be called this year. If a student
determines that he will not be called 'this year, he should then submit his request in writing to cancel
his deferment.
Those in the first priority group with unreached numbers in 1970 will be put into the second priority group on Jan. I , 1971 and be subject to call only in a national emergency.

The following story is a reprint from the Higher Education and National Affairs publication,
concerning the deadline for men wishing to drop their deferments and be reclassified 1-1 . Story
appeared in Volum e XIX, Number 42 , December 4, 1970.

N.l.S.C. students at convention
One of the most enjoyable, and
informative meetings was a workshop for Chamber Theatre. This is
a relatively new form of theatre
and always a good topic for lively
discussion and diverse critiques.
The group also was priviledged
enough to see a company of African Ballet and interpretive readers
from East St. ~ouis, Ill. They were
pupils of Katherine Dunham, one
of the most famous dancing instructors in the state. The dancers
and interpreters were excellent.
Their show mirrored the talent of
its director.
The high point of the convention

"* * * * ! AMASTERPIECE~

DAVID LEAN IS AGENIUS. HIS ARTISTIC
ACHIEVEMENTS REACH THE APEX IN 'RYAN'S
DAUGHTER.' ABEAUTIFUL PICTURE!"
-Wanda Hale, New York Daily News

SEE IT OOWNTOWN THIS HOLIDAY SEASON ~~
5
~:~: Y

DEC.18

Continuous Performances

for many of the Northeastern students was the chance to see Alvina
Krause is a very talented director.
She taught for many years at
Northwestern University, before
she recently took a leave of abesence. Miss Krause directed a
group of students from MacMurray Co llege in cu ttings fro m two
different Russian plays. Her belief
that one should ask why the character does what he does, not how
gave a new insight into the scropt to
both actors and directors alike.
All in all, the students found the
weekend very beneficial to them as
those studyi ng all facets of the
stage.

Library Books
Due Soon
All library books win be due
Saturday, December 19, the last
,day of the Fall trimester. Students must see that all library
materials are returned on or before the deadline. Students are
reminded that library hours during the interim weeks will be 8
a.m. to 4 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday (See Schedu le Below), hen ce making the return of
library books, after the deadline
date, difficult tor the working
student.
Books may be borrowed over
the interim weeks by students
registered tor the Winter trimester who show proper identification . Interim borrowing begins Friday, December 11 and
books will be due Monday,
January 11 . The proper identification is your tuition receipt,
which you are urged to carry at'
all times.
Please note below Library
Hours for Interim Weeks
Dec. 21-Dec. 23 8:00 a.m.-4:00
p.m .
Dec . 24-Dec. 26_ CLOSED FOR
HOLIDAYS
Dec. 28-Dec. 30 ·8:00 a.m.-4:00
p.m.
Dec. 31-Jan. 2 CLOSED FOR
HOLIDAYS
Regular Library Hours Start
January 4

Page ~

corey's
corner

Deadline Is Extended
By Tarr Until Dec. 31
For Changing Status

On November 5, 6, and 7 Northeastern was represented by nine
students and a faculty assistant at
the Ill. Speech and Theatre Association Convention in Springfield Ill.
The Students were ; Bob Brown,
Jay Dabbs, Arlene Jarzab, Karan
Popper, Mrs. Dorothy Goldberg,
Debbie Powers, Majorie Karjari,
Sheila Rosienski, Gayle Wapole,
and the faculty assistant attending
was Kathi Saferstein. These representitives, all members of Interpreters Theatre, had an opportunity to attend a variety of meetings,
covering both the technical and
performance ends of a production.
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Roundabout FRANK'S
disease
Considering that this is the last ALMANAC tor this term , we have
decided to share a few memorable events which w ill be commemorated over the break:
Dec. 16
Beethoven born 1770
Dec. 19
Thomas a Becket murdered in Canterbury
Cathedral , 1170.
Dec . 25
W.C. Fields died, 1946.
Jesus born , 6 or 4 B.C.
Jan. 5
Calvin Coolidge died, 1933.
(He had no last words.)
Jan. 6
Carl Sandburg born , 1878.
Jan. 7
Millard Filmore born, 1880.
And now tor the ALMANAC'S Christmas story :
It seems that in a stable in Bethlehem, a child was born to poor,
transient parents. Three wise men happened to be passing by and
decided to stop in the stable to get in out of the heat. (Remember,
Bethlehem is in the desert.)
The wise men felt sorry tor the child , being born in such poo r
conditions, and they went back to their camels (or mustangs, o r
pintos, or whatever they were driving) to get gifts tor the child . Then ,
one by one, they entered the stable to present their gifts. (We all
know that they gave the ch ild Frankenstein, incest and myrrh .) The
first two wise men presented their gifts. One of them had just asked
the mother what she was going to name the child . She said that she
hadn 't given it much thought, but she supposed she would call him
Sheldon . Just at that moment the third wise man entered and
banged his head on the stable door. " Jesus Christ! " he yelled . The
woman snapped her fingers. " That's it!"
It you didn 't like that one, we have an alternate legend , an exceptionally old one, tor this week.
Charlie and his wife were visiting the Soviet Union . During their
stay, they had a guide whose name was Rudolph .
One day, the threee of them were waiting in line to see Lenin when
some precipitation began to fall.
It looks like rain ," the guide said .
Charlie 's wife looked up at the sky. " I don't think so. It looks like
snow to me:"
Charl ie didn't want to cause a scene, so he politely told his wife,
"Now don 't disagree with him , after all , Rudolph the Red knows rain ,
dear."
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F rom the Placement Offices:
Announcement of examinations for Teacher's Certificates
DATE OF EXAMINATION: January 30, 1971
DEADLINE FOR FILING WITH EDUCATIONAL TESTING SERVICE:
January 7, 1971
DEADLINE FOR FILING WITH BOARD OF EXAMINERS: December
18,1970
(Applications postmarked after December 17 will not be accepted.)
APPLICANTS: (GROUP I) (GROUP II)
APRIL 1971 GRADUATES

I. Currently employed FTB's of the Chicago Board of Education who
have held this status for one full year, and whose last rating was at least
"satisfactory".
2. Previously regularly assigned teachers whose cetificates have lapsed, and who are now seeking regular certification, and whose last rating
was at least satisfactory.
3. A teacher currently holding a regular certificate whose last rating
was at least satisfactory and who is seeking an additional certificate.
(Applicants are reminded that applications must be filed with both
Educational Testing Service and the Board of Examiners separately.)
Postcard showing receipt of application should be self-addressed and
enclosed within the Board of Examiners appli~ation. Persons not receiving postcard within a few days should assume that their application
has not been received. To insure delivery it is recommended that applications be sent by Registered Mail or delivered in person.
PLEASE APPLY EARLY AND DO NOT DELAY.
ADDRESS ALL CORRESPONDENCE TO:
Board of Examiners
Room 1026
228 North LaSalle Street
Chicago, Illinois 60601

These examinations have been authorized for teaching certificates. All
candidates must meet admission requirements as specified in the current
Circular of Information, September 1970, of the Board of Examiners,
and in the Official Announcement. Successful candidates are eligible
for appointment in the Chicago Public Schools. It is extremely important to file application far enough in advance so that discrepancies in
course interpretation can be clarified _prior to the deadline for ~ling .
A candidate for a teaching certificate may make application for the
examination if he meets all requirements by June 25 , 1971. The applicant
must submit by the deadline filing date (December 18, 1970) proof of
enrollment in all required courses that have not yet been completed but
that will be completed by June 25, 1971 .

Applicants for certificates applying under Group I must take National
Teacher Examinations in the Common as well as Teaching Area. Applicants must request that Educational Testing Service send appropriate
National Teacher Examination scores to the Board of Examiners at the
time that they file for the current examination. Previous acceptable
scores taken after January 30, 1968 must be in the office of the Board of
Examiners by the filing deadline.

MENT OFFICE)

I. Kindergarten-Primary
2. Intermediate-Upper Grades
3. High School Biology
4. General Science, Gr. 7-12
5. General Science, Gr. 7-12
6. High School English
7. • Indu strial Arts, Gr. 7-12
8. High School Mathematics
9. * High School Phys. Ed.-Men
10. * High School Phys. Ed. -Women
11. • Music, Vocal, Gr. 7-12
12.*Music, lnstrumental , Gr. 7-12
13. • Homemaking Arts, Gr. 7-12
14. Art, Gr. 7-12
15. High School Chemistry
16. High School Physics
17 . French.Gr. 7-12
18 . German, Gr. 7-12
19.Spanish,Gr. 7-12
20. Spec ial Education• EMH
21. Special Education• TM H
22. Library Science, Gr. 7-12
23. Speech Correction

The filing for a National Teacher Examination only does not constitute
an application for a Chicago certificate. Applications for Chicago teacher
certification (Ex. 5) may be obtained through the Chicago Board of
Examiners, 228 North LaSalle Street, Chicago, Illinois.

N.T.E. AREA TITLE

Early Childhood Education
Education in the Elementary School
Biology and General Science
Biology and General Science
Chemistry, Physics, General Science
English Language and Literature
Industrial Arts Education
Mathematics
High School Physical Ed.-Men
High School Physical Ed .-Women
Music Ed ucation
Mu sic Education
Home Economics Education
Art Education
Chem istry, Physics, General Science
Ce hmistry, Physics, General Science
French
German
Spanish
Education of Mentally Retarded
Education of Mentall y Retarded
Media Specialist- Library
Speech Pathology

SCORING INFORMATION

1. The Weighted Comtosite score must be at least
2. The Weighted Common Examinations total score
must be at least
3. * The Teaching Area Examination score must be

* Applicants

seeking certification in teaching areas that require a practical examination will receive a (written-practical) score as an average of
the Teaching Area and the practical. Scores on the practical will be
converted to correspond to the National Teacher scores. The minimum
acceptable score of 80 on the practical will be multiplied by 6.875 to
make 550. The candidate's written-practical average will need to be at
least 550. This will represent the candidate's total Teaching Area score.

REMEMBER:
Deadline December 18, 1970
for applying for a PERMANENT Chicago teaching Cerificate
- WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

The VW Fastback.
The only car that gives you two
trunks for the price of one.

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN

603S N. BROADWAY
Open Eves .
BR S• 3S00
Closed Sun . @

550

A candidate who has attained all three minimum scores
li sted above, on this part of the examination, will be eligible
for non-written evaluations.
4. To be successful in the non-written examination, a candidate must
receive a grade of not less than 80. The candidate's final grade will be the
average of the non-written grade and the Weighted Composite score.
Again the score on the non-written examination will be multiplied by
6.875 to make comparable units. The final score will be reported in the
500 series making 550 the minimum passing score.

Applicants for the above teaching certificates who are taking the written
examination on January 30, 1971 must apply to both the Board of
Examiners and the Educational Testing Service by the respective deadline dates announced by each agency, and request scores be sent to the
Board of Examiners at the time of filing. Scores need include the

Drop by. We'll show you whe re the engine is.

1100
500

at least

( Practicals will be given in April and candidates will be advised of date.

0-

u
E

-

Please check carefully for the examination which corresponds with
Chicago certificate title. Chicago certificate titles may not be changed.

Candidates who are utilizing scores from previous examinations taken
after April 1, 1969, but before the present announced examination, must
have scores filed with credentials in the office of the Board of Examiners
by December 18, 1970. Scores must be received from Educational
Testing Service, the organization which writes the National Teacher
Applicants for the following certificates must request that the Educa- Examinations. The Chicago Board of Examiners will accept these
tional Testing Service send appropriate National Teacher Examination scores, provided they have not been used in previous Chicago examscores to the Board of Examiners at the time that they file for the current inations.
examination or submit previous acceptable scores taken after April I,
1969 so that they arrive at the office of the Board of Examiners by the If course titles on transcript differ from requirements listed in the
filing deadline, December 18, 1970.
Circular of Information, it would be wise to furnish official statements
from your college registrar clarifying such courses and include such
(ADDITIONAL INFORMATION MAY BE FOUND AT THE PLACE~ statements with the transcript prior to the credential assembly deadline.
CHICAGO CERTIFICATE TITLE

B
L

Teaching Area only, relative to the certificate sought.

visit our t>lh £nglist, dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338-2166
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COMPILED BY: NORTHWESTERN STUDENTS FOR A BETTER ENVIRONMENT 2321
Sheridan Road, Evanston, Illinois 60201 (312) 491-9627
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~ligan
Diaper Sweet
_Ivory· Flakes
ServiSoft Soap ·
Diaper Pure
Gray-Gon~

Units are grams of phosphate as phosphate;
a ues
Error is plus or minus ten percent of value reported, Data represent products found in U.S. markets.
on products in Canadian markets, consult compilation by Pollution Probe at University of Toronto. Help back legislation
banning phosphates in detergents. Write your Congressmen asking their support for legislation presently in process.
August 1, 1970
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northeastern print
"Freedom of conscience, of education, of-speech, of
assembly are among the very fundamentals of democracy and all of them would be nullified. should
freedom of the press e ver be successfully chall e nged."
-Franklin D. Rooseve l t

Voter registration editorial
The Aldermanic Elections on
Fedruary 23 , 1971 will be the first
election which registered eighteen
year olds of Illinois will be able to
participate. For the ninety percent
of you that have not registered , December 17th thru January 18th is
the last opportunity you have to
register.
At eighteen men must register
fo r the Draft and at nineteen they
can be inducted into the Armed
Forces. Of the thirty-four thousand

That

United Stc\tes Servicemen who
were killed by hostile action from
1961 thru 1969, forty-four percent
were under the age of twenty-one.
People from eighteen thru twenty
pay both state and federal income
taxes and in the courts of Illinois
are tried as adults. It is clear from
this that the eighteen year old deserves the vote and the granting of
it would be just a receipt for dues
already paid .
Work has to be done in Illinois to
insure the eighteen year old his

• •
tu1t1on

•
IS

vote . If the Supreme court rules
against the Congressional ammendment the only avenue left fo r
achieving this is the new Constitution proposed for Illinois by
CON CON .
Support should be given to
"Project 18" in their work for the
approval of the new Constitution,
specifically the adoption of the separately submitted Question Number 4 on the Offical Blue Ballot,
which will be voted on December
15th.

•
going

up

another $38 ........ lllayhe
If an action taken by the Illinois elude the categories of special skills
State Board of Higher Education and talent awards.
last Tuesday is furthered by the IlPresident Sachs, testifying belinois legislature and the Gover- fo re the Board of Higher Educan o r , Northeastern
students, tion, pointed out that it was always
recentl y saddled with an 80 percent a philosophy of the State of Illinois
tu ition hike, will have to bear the to provide education to the most
additional burden of anouther $38. people at the lowest feasible cost.
T he pro posed increases, he said,
per tri mester.
But that ain 't the worst of it. are not only contrary to this philosMany of the programs of financi al ophy, but were proposed even beassistance now offered, in the form fo re the effects of the previous raise
of scholarships and tui tion waivers, cou ld be evaluated.
will not be availa ble after the
Th at raise, made effective fo r
present students holdi ng them this tri mester, was passed during
graduate-if the proposal goes the early weeks of this summer.
through that is.
There was a considerable student
Apparentl y, the major scholar- uproar across the state, but it failed
ship now used at N ortheastern, the to organize itself properly, and it
Illi nois Teacher Education Scho l- was des troyed when the Kentarship, would be a fatality, as well Cam bodia crisis tore many of Ilas the "tu ition waivers", which in- linois' campuses apart.

This time, however, the stakes
appear different. The legislature is
now more heavily democratic, and,
some observers feel, more likely to
hear the voice of students. It isn't
reall y clear when the legislature
will be taking this little matter up,
but it should be shortly.
So there is time for student
groups across the state to once
again organize to fight this increase, but it remains to be seen
whether or no t they will. This increase, seen in the shadow of another much greater, appears to be
small. But the effects are compounding, and the long-range resul ts seem even more alarmi ng. If
the scholarships are killed, we wi ll
be the last generation of Northeastern Students to have the benefits of this financia l assistance.

Projectl8
OTHER VOTING AGE RE- Con and the adoption of the SEP AQUIRED BY THE U.S. FOR RATEL Y submitted Question
VOTING IN STATE ELEC- Number 4 on the Official Blue BalTIONS that is 18 and has been a lot to be voted on Dec. 15, since the
permanent resident of this state for 18-year-old-vote issue is dependent
at least six months next preceding on Con Con passing.
Project 18 needs people to disany election shall have the right to
tribute information on Dec. 13
vote at such election."
However if the Supreme Court reguarding Con Con and the 18rules against us approximately I 0.5 year-old-vote provision (Question
million Americans ( 18 thru 20) Number 4 on the official Blue Balhave lost the right to vote. If that lot for the Dec. 15, 1970, Special
happens it would then be necessary Election. If you'd like to help
for the main body of the proposed please write or call:
Illinois Constitution to pass in or- Project 18
der for the 18-year-old-vote issue Suite 1331; 127 North Dearborn
to be accepted in Illinois. It is NOT · Chicago, Illinois 60602 Phone
necessary for the 18-year-old-issue 732-8916 or 372-5752
to pass in order for the proposed For further information ask at
"Every U.S. citizen who has at- Constitution to be accepted. This is THE PRINT-E214 Phone 583tained the age of 21 OR ANY why Project 18 supports both Con 4050 Extention 270 or 577.

P roject 18 is an organization
which has been working for lowering the voting age to 18 . The
battle is not over. The Federal
Amendment to the United States
Constitution to lower the voting
age to 18 was signed into law in
Ju ne, 1970, and is to effect the first
of the year. However the legality of
Congress making a constitutional
amendment is being contested and
the Supreme Court will soon rule
on the matter. If the 18-year-oldvote provision fails to .pass but the
proposed State Constitution for Illinois (CON CON)does pass the
follo wing statement will be entered
in to the State Constitution:
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Tired of paying
Tuition increase here again!
Isn 't this getting a bit ridiculous?
Here we are in a place that has
a garbage can for a cafeteria.
They throw out that crap every
day just like they were feeding
swine. Then we find out that we
are not paying enough for it so
they raise the prices. Echh!
Then there's the wonderful
health center. Been sick lately?
Been injured lately? Well , save
your time. You won 't find much
help there. They are simply not
equipped. This is not to say that
we could compete with Circle, or
the like, but we could do a lot
better than a band-aid station.
Look at t hat gym . Just take a
look at how much money is
be ing spent for that joke. Four
thousand dollars were spent last
summer to outfit a football club.
Club, not team. Think about it
people, did anyone ask you if
you wanted your money spent
on a football club? This is just
one case. Think of all the money
be ing spent on all the athletics
combined around here. How
many football games did you go .
to? Most people, by the statistics
involved have , to say-Who
Cares? What's worse is that you
can't even play a game of
ping-pong without being treated
like a ch ild. What excuse is there
to have an instructor supervise a
ping-pong game? And while
we're at it how often do you go
swimming? Well , if it isn 't very
often perhaps it's because of the
very few and far between hours
available.
·
Now perhaps this is a rather
crude and off the top of my head
paper. The fact is that this college is not fulfulling the needs of
its community. The money is
there. All that has to be done is
to take it out of the politicians
and put it into the hands of the
students. And forget that ridiculous student gov. They don 't
need more money from us. If
they do then its because of mishandling . When are we going to
start getting what we are payin g
for?????
Tired of Paying ,

Welcome week
Dear Students,
Student Services is planning a
Welcome Week for new students
(January 5, 6, 7 and 8 to be exact). Would your club, class or
experimental program members
be interested in taking part in the
festivit ies?
If so, let us know what you
would like to do and the approximate amount of time you.need to
do it , and we will make every
effort to include you in the program .
Sincerely,
Berniece Zimmerman
Associate Dean of Students
Dean of Women

Astroturf ki(ls
Dear Friends and Fellow Students,
Our campus sits along the
northwest edge of Escambia
Bay, which empties into the Gulf
of Mexico at Pensacola, Florida.
So far this year, Escambia Bay
has suffered over 60 major fish
kills, each one of close to or
more than a million fish-food
fish, sport fish , 'commercial
fish ,' you name it.
These kills have been traced to
industries and municipalities
just north of and on the bay,
which have been using the Monsanto Co., which , as of January,
1970, was dumping into the riv-

er, and ·the bay, the following
wastes :
10,000 lbs/day 5 day blologlcal oxygen demand
3,900 lbs/day total organic carbon
1,875 lbs/day TKN
1,331 lbs/day nitrite nitrogen
1,104 lbs/day ammonia nitrogen &
nitrite
421 lbs/day total phosphate
264 lbs/day orthophosphate

One of Monsanto's most
advertized and ecologically
deleterious products is Astro
Turf, an artificial grass ; some
of its other products are
Arochlor (1250) compounds
and herbicides. Because our
public officials have been
tragically slow to respond,
and because citizen initiated
'pollution control' legislation
is being successively weakened and stifled , and will
have only moderate 'success '
if ever passed , we have concluded that only economic
sanctions can force the industries involved to recycle
their wastes and quit using
the Escambia River- the public domain-for a dump.
We intend to take sanctions
aga i nst all industries, of
which there are six locally,
dumping into the Escambia
River and the bay. To establish our effectiveness, we
have decided to begin by calling for a boycott of AstroTurf, •
the Monsanto product that
depends most heavily on the
college market. We desperately need your support.
There is nothing less at stake
than the bay itself- the bay
which is an integral part of
our biosphere, is essential to
a balanced environment.
It doesn ' t take much
thought to realize that Escambia Bay is about as important to you as it is to us. By
supporting our boycott you
not only deny revenue to an
enemy of the bay, y ou also
help assert, for once, that our
waters and our skies are not
dumps, and that even large
industries must b~ held responsible for their wastes.
-We ask that you put up with natural
grass tor a good while longer
-We ask that you compel! your
friends and local industries NOT to
buy Astro Turf and other Monsanto
products
- We very respectfully and urgently
request that you obtain, through your
student government and alumni associations, a BINDING, , OFFICIAL
PROMISE NOT TO PURCHASE ASTROTURF UNTIL MONSANTO QUITS
DUMPING ITS WASTES INTO ESCAMBIA RIVER AND ESCAMBIA
BAY.
- We recommend that before you or
your college administration buy any
other sort of artlflcial grass, you determine that manufacturer Is not, like
Monsanto, using the environment for
a dump.

November 19 , 1970
OPEN U.'ITER TO THE PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPAlmlENJ'

We , the undersigned, are entering a formal ccmplaint to the entire
Physical &lucation Department concerning our treatment during the activity
hours (1:00 p .m. Tues . & Thurs.) .

Blood,Guts
& Broken Kneecaps
Blood, Guts & Broken Kneecaps, is a fitting title about the
roughness in sports, and about
the sadism of violent contact
sports crowds.
If you don 't agree that all violent contact sports fans are basically sadistic, then all you need
to do is go and see just one
game, just one, and I am sure
you will agree with me. You will
hear such expressions as, " Hit
the bastard , break his head off
and hand it to him , Look at the
blood, isn 't that great he 's bleeding , he 's hurt all right he's hurt,"
and other expressions which
cannot be printed in this paper,
if we are to continue printing.
I recently attended a hockey
game, in which numerous fights
broke out and contributed to
hold up play for the better part of
half an hour. At the conclusion
of the game, " all hell broke
loose" and the rink was flooded
with blood, while the crowd
stood and roared, only to discover later that the blood belonged previously to a member
of the home team.
This is only one example. but if
you can bring yourself to go to a
violent contact sport, listen to
the fans and see if it doesn 't induce you to regurgitate, or at
least get you sick.
by Brian "AJAX" Kilmnick

An Open Letter Regarding Nort heastern Rides
Thanks.
For all no n-believers, I've used my
sign IO times a nd have been picked
up in less than 5 minutes each.time
(which is more than you can say for
the C .T .A.) For those of you who
run around the parking lot looking
fo r the signs on the windshields,
do n't bother. None of the peop le
who picked me up had their signs
out - but they were all Northeastcrners. It 's a great way to meet
people. I've been picked up at odd
ti mes too, so don·t think you arc
the onl y o ne wi th earl y or late
classes.
M y o nl y pro blem is getting home.
Ca n't anyo ne think up a pla n for
that?
Liz

For several weeks we have attempted to play, alternately, volleyball,
badminton , and ping- pong and have been frustrated in our attempts . During
activity hour the gym is designated for use by students 8"'I staff, yet each time we
have been confronted with certain obstacles: 1) cheerleaders practicing in
the center of our playing courts; 2) no cooperation rrom the Physical &lucat i on Departrrent concerning previous reservations for the courts (at times even
reservations made by a professor on our behalf) ; 3) physical education students
monopolizing all areas of gyms A and B.
Case
be set up
turned at
occupying
hour .

in point: on 11-19- 70 , at 12 : 45 p .m. we requested a volleyball net
and were told it would be done by 1:00 p.m. Ha.ever, when we re1:00 p .m., no net had been set up and we found basketball players
the entire court. We have found this to be the case every activity

We ~ fe~·l that this situation must be rerredied 1nmediately ! If
the Physical &lucation Department is to continue to call this an "activity
hour", they must revamp their policies .
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TO:

Concerned Students of Northeastern I 11 i noi s State Co 11 ege

FROM:

Dr. Wi 11 i am H. Lienemann

DATE :

November 2, 1970

SUBJ ECT:

Pe t i t i on t o offer Sandblas t tng Facilities to the Neighborhood

I was pleased to receive a copy of your petition deploring the
van da 1ism t o property at Northeaster~ and its irrmedi ate c0!!111uni ty,
and requesting the sandbl as t ing facilities of the co-l lege be ma de
avail able to t he ne i ghb orhood. These same co nc er ns are s hared
by most of the co 11 ege CO!l111uni ty.
The college has taken some steps at thts time to·begin the tlean-up.
As some of you may know , the buildings. at Nor t heas tern do no t bel ong
to the college , but to the Illinoi s Bu il ding Authority which is an
ag ency of the state go vernment. This agency apparently has insurance
on the buildings and the cl aims have been.filed. ·• Northeaste rn has
no equipment to clean the walls and wiL have to use the insurance
payments to hire a finn to clean the va-ribus brick walls .
At this time it appears that we cannot use state funds to accomp l ish
the cleaning of privately owned buildings, however, we are checking
further on this. Consequently, I suggest the peti ti oni ng students
and a11 co ncerned members of the cormiunity seek other ways of r aisi ng
some fund s t o he 1p t he property owners in the area. I wi 11 be happy
to work wi t h any individua l s or gr oups who wi sh to pursue this
gest ure of our co ncern for our corrmun i ty.

forum continued p. 10
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"Albert Finney turns Scrooge into a marvelous tour de force::......,ents Magaz ;ne
"Albert Finney·s award-quality performance is beautiful." "Albert Finney is absolutely marvelous."
"Albert Finney is fascinating." "Albert Finney, a masterful performance." "Albert Finney has ahigh old ti111:·
-Char les Champhn, Los Angeles Times

-Re x RNd, Hol iday

would like to congratulatei
the Concert Series Committee!
on their selection of Les Ballets'
Africains. It was a wonderfully
exciting evening and an experience to be long remembered.
Joyce Mills

~~-?'~£-~

(-J.,~ ;J.1-1w-cJ.J

"ALBERT FINNEY MAKES SCROOGE AGE FROM 30 TO 60
AS ONLY AGREAT ACTOR CANl'~~hg~i~t!c

We need your active response to this appeal , even if
you have no need at your institution for Astro Turf. Your
support is urgently requested.
Please send us notification of
your administration 's promise
not to purchase Astro Turf as
soon as it can be obtained.
Responsible Env Act.
Program
P.O. BOX294
Gonzalez, Fla. 32560
November 11 , 1970

Les Ballets
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"'SCROOGE' IS ABRILLIANT MUSICALl'!~:m~·s
A

Now through December 17th at
the Michael Todd Theatre.
Starting Friday, December 18th at
Chicago and suburban neighborhood
theatres.

vnema Center f""5 Presenta1ion

~~~==:=~

1\1.BERT flNND "SCROOGE" EDITH EC/1\NS anc1 KfNNETH 11\0RE
and 1\1.E.( GUINNESS ~~es:c::~on
MuslC
MuslC
5'.oervrsed
ana Lyres by Les-e &cusse •
Coro,cled and
by Ian f1aser [xecutrve Prcn,ce, lf>Sht' Brocus.se
Prowcedby Rober• H Solo · D,,ecledbyAonaidNeame · p ~• tecnn,c:oo,· , A ~tO\al C,enP.Jal Plcturf'S Rett-~ ~
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IOrigiM Soundtrack Album Available on Cohunbia Rec::o,ds j
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"Stephen Stills"
There are very few artists and groups lett that
have maintained such a high level of quality work

that I would purchase their latest LP without
ti rst hearing what they've put down. It's
not that I don't anxiously await many records, it's
just that if I'm going to shell out my hard earned
cash for a new album, I better make sure that it
has something worthwhile to offer. But one of the
few performers that I know anything he puts out
will be well done is Steve Stills. Without ever
hearing a cut of his LP, I purchased it immediately upon its release knowing quite well that (a)
Stills is a musical genius, a natural musician who
plays many different instruments with equal skill;
(b) he has always written good strong natural
material , and (c) Steve Stills is an all around great
performer who has the talent to produce some of
the most finest and honest music around. Maybe
that's why I was a little weary when I read the list
of backup musicians on " Stephen Stills'' (sp

7202). Jimi Hendrix, Eric Clapton, Ringo Starr... at
first I was afraid it was going to be another super
session. But fortunately, after listening to it, I was
relieved to find it neither a super group nor a one
man ego trip. See, Stills is a very honest musician
and vocalist. When he performs he has the power
to make you believe in what he is doing.
Ever since his ill-fated romance with Judy Collins, many of his songs have taken the theme of
the viewpoint of a lonely man. And on this particular record, sings like " Do for the others," to a
tame and the magnificent "We are not helpless"
are done by Stills (following the above mentioned
theme) in such an unpretentious way, that the
other musicians accompanying him are affected
by this and subsequently do not play as "super
sessionmen," no matter how big of a Star they
really are. In fact, the lead by Hendrix on "Old
Times, Good Times" is so free of his patented
gimmicks, that I feel it's one of his best leads on

record. This guy can really bring out the best in
other musicians.
The album itself contains some things which
I'm sure will get a little criticism . There is some
use of strings, but I feel Stills knows what he's
doing. The orchestral arrangement are not in the
"Specter" overdone fashion . Rather, they are
used only when they fit. Then there's " Black
Queen, " where Stills accompanies a raspy vocal
with some of the most authentic virtuoso guitar
picking ever. But again it's no ego-thing , you 'll
just have to hear it to realize what I mean .
But the main success of the album is due to all
the things that we expect from Stills ; the beautiful
melodies and word combinations ; his alwi ys appropriate vocals; and of course his power to master so many different instruments all in -his own
style, that made most of the previous multi-instrumental solo albums look like a bad joke.
There's a little Crosby, Nash, Stills and Young and
Bufflo Springfield here but for the first time it's all
Still's show.

(ritillatirig Tale of A Modern Scrooge ... )

Little Fauss and Big Halsy
are not your fathers heroes.

''A Christmas Carl''
Scott Roudebush
" Hiya, kid! " comes cheerfully through the door
in typically Christmascheery Stan ley Smalinski
style. " Whew-sure is snowing !"
Carl suppresses a telling grin at that and resumes his stern Christmashumbug look. Then he
says, without taking his eyes from the tube, " Hey,
Stan ...C'mon, don 't gimme that-ya know yer just
bubblin' over w ith yerself over that snow- .

" Hey Midge, Stan's here. Get 'ima Schlitz, willya ? or doya want eggnog , Stan boy? (heh , heh)"
" Thanks Carl, great -no, the Sch litz, I mean.
Wow, old Scrooge is hitting the tube hard

tonight - is that the 'Hawks?" says Stan, placing a
medium-sized paper bag on the carpet by his
chair.
"No, it's the Elves versus the Reindeer ... of
course it's the 'Hawks, and th' schmucks're losin'
again ..."
He turns to look at Stanley for the first time and
then says, with untypical Carl Olsen fondness,
" That snow out there- " shakes his head
" -you 're just likeA kid at Christmas, Stan boy,
y'know that? then brightens, " ya put bells'n lights
on yer Mercury yet ?"
"Naw-we'Ve got our tree up, though .. .don ·t
see yours .... "
" Lotta time, lotta time, Stan . It ain 't till next
week anyway-hey, thanks Midge! Ya remem bered ol ' Carl, too - ah ! Yers cold too , Stan?
Y'know, th is Christmas t hin g is g itt in' outa
hand ..."
''Like how, Carl ?"
" Y'know- c'mon, check him, willya? - like,
Shopper's Worldwide puttin' their Christmas crap
up b~fbre Thanksgivin ' Stan, before Thanksgivin'
... it,was still in the 60's, Stan boy, and there it was :
'Merry" Huh? O.K., 40's, 60's, what's da dif' ? Too
god-, well , pretty soon it's gonna be Labor Day,
then Easter....Easter."
" Carl, I don't want to start someth ing, but -"
" Kid , ya started someth in' when you were born.
But go ahead ; no, wait'II Hull gets over th' blue
line. O.K., kid , ya gonna sing 'Jingle Bells' ?"
" And drown out the blow-by-blow action? ... No, ,..
but you know, if it wasn 't for the stores ...well , the
spirit- "
" Yeah, th ' stores-that's it, Stan ; ahhh, it's all
stores and silver crap all over th ' windows an '
money." As he gestures, Carl knocks his pretzels

off on the floor and has to cool off for a minute
while he picks them up. Then , frowning , he says,
" What's left?"
" Well , I sti II see some in the bottom of the b- "
" Nah, I mean Christmas-what's left? Now that
ya got me goin', you tell me. What is it about dis
timea year, yer always grinnin' an' runnin ' around
buyin ' pres-hey, what's in th' bag?"
" Just something I brought, Carl ; what were you
saying?"
" I wuz ...what's that?"
" Oh, y'know, just someth ing to drink that
Schl itz out of, Carl...Merry Christmas-early. "
"Jeez, onea them mini-kegs? No, no-hey, it's a
mug! Jeeeez, onea them mugs wit' a lid! Fer me,
huh, Stan? Howcome?"
" Don 't you remember that nifty greenand-orange tie you gave me last year?"
"Aw, Stan boy, that wuz nuthin', believe me.
And this year, well , I-"
" Carl, · don't worry about this year, O.K.? I'm
drinking your Schlitz, and I dug coming over here
in the snow, and Sally and I are com ing over
Christmas Eve, right? That's Christmas! "
" Yeah , I gotcha, but how 'bout th ' religious
stuff, though , y'know, that Sal 's always talkin '
about. I mean, I thought it ain't Christmas
wit'out- "
" It's· not, for some people. That's how it began ,
you know. But, for so many other people, like you
and me, Carl-Who don't really, well , you know,
ca·n 't- "
" Yeah , I know ... "
"For us it's- "
" Y'mean for us it ' s beer mugs ' n
green -and-gold- "
'' Orange. ''
" Yeah, green-and-gold ties, 'n people gettin '
together 'n havin' Christmas cheer ... "
" With too much rum."
"Yeah, Stan boy; remember last year? Huh?
Too much rum (heh, heh-ha!)-Stan, get yer
coat 'n yer earmuffs! "
" I don't have any- "
" An' turn off the' tube-yer closest. "
" Where we going?"
" To get our tree, Stan boy, to get our tree"Hey, Midge-we're goin' ta get our tree! Be
back ina .. .l said we're- 'Merry Christmas' ... "
" Merry Christmas." And ...
Peace.
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Raoul's Pub

PROFESSIONAL TYPING .

6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p .m. ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m.
2 for the price of 1

term papers, theses,
dissertations typed
IBM Electric, 50c per page·

Mrs. Cohen
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£ves. 3~8-5242

Ladies Night-Every Thurs.
Sc Beer-25c Mix Drinks

Wed. - 6 p.m. - 8 p.m. 1 dollar
All the beer you can drink

All Drinks 60c - Beer 30c
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club notes

Cinema
James
Martin
I've been doing this column almost one year now, and in that time I've
seen a lotta films-some good, some bad, some exceptional. In this last
column before the new year, rather than review a specific film, I'd like to
take advantage of tradition and comment on what I feel are the best of the
many films I've seen since taking on this job.
·
I'm not going to make any attempt to distinguish between films released
in 1969 and those in 1970, but rather will simply list those films I believe
merit special attention in the last calendar year as they came to Chicago,
and to my attention. Obviously there will be numerous filsm which for
one reason or another I have not seen-some have not even made it to town
yet-and so I won't pretend to claim infallibility in this list as I won't even .
be able to consider them. However, be that atit may, here are my choices
for the best seen in Chicago since January 1970.
I. "Five.Easy Pieces" - One of the most brilliant films seen in a long time.
2. ''They Shoot Horses Don't They?" - One of I 969's big winners, and
deservedly so; an excellent film in every respect.
3. "The Fruit of Paradise" - The Czech-Belgian film that was a winner at
this year's Chicago Film Festival; an iventive and charming film.
4. "The P~ion of Anna" - An excellent Bergman release, not r,eviewed
in this column due to its untimely release here in Chicago, but among his
best.
5. "Woodstock" - A watershed in documentary filmmaking with some of
the finest photography ever.
6. "Z" - Another of last year's award winners; and excellent film-esp. if
you saw the subtitled version.
7. "M* A''' S*H" - Beat "Catch-22" to the punch, and was twice the film.
8, ''The Virgin and the Gypsy" - A moving and hypnotic adaption of a D.
H. Lawrence work.
9. ''The Damned" - A dark film about Nazi Germany and Manking;
reminiscent of "The Blue Angel".
I 0. "Fellini Satyricon" - Fellini not at his best; but Fellini nonetheless,
and that's pretty good anytime.
So there you have it, My List. You can accept the order I've placed
them in as generally the ranking I would give them-although I would .be
hard pressed to tell you which of the first th.ree I thought was a better film.
I've also left off a couple of films I thought were very good; but if I had to
pick ten this would be they.
I would like very much to hear any comments you have to make about
my selections, and indeed, about the column in general over the past year.
If you have something you would like to say please drop it off at the
PRINT office so that I may see it. I'd appreciate any comments you may
have so that we may keept the column interesting and worth reading for
those of you who do read it.
Have a nice holiday ...see you next trimester.

As an outgrowth of the Parapsychology Club and the Parapsychology courses, several video
tapes have been made, or will be
made, featuring Dr. Stan Martindale and-or a group of students
from NISC in discussion .o n some
parapsychology topics. Channel 44
will begin running thes~ tqpes on
Dec. 15th and 16th at 11 :00 or
11 : 15 PM. Additional tapes will be
scheduled for later dates and will
be announced.

Tuesday on December 15th at
one o'clock in room D-1 l 3 actor
and playwright Jerome Kitty will
be a guest speaker. Mr. Kitty is famous for his play "Dear Love"
presently playing at the Studebaker
Theater, 4 I 8 S. Michigan Ave. Kitty is currently co-starring with
Myrna Loy in the production. Student Discount tickets are available
at the information booth and
through the Speech Department
offices on the sixth floor .
"Dear Love" is a romantic, love
story told by the use of the love letters exchanged over a long period

of time between Robert Browning
and Elizabeth Browning. Who later became Mrs . Browning. It is especially rewarding for the sentimentalists and delights audiences
of all ages.
''Eng Ii sh , Literature, and
Speech majors are urged to attend.
Listening to Jerome Kitty would be
beneficial for them ." , was the
opinion of Suellen Adler a representative of the Speech Department and Stageplayers who are
sponsoring the speaking engagement.

We Need Love!
$-Money-$
If you have an outgoing personality and enjoy
rapping to people, then we have a fun job for you.

We offer salary and Bonus with part-time hours
available.
FOR APPOINTMENT CALL
Mr. Frederick

588-4792

SPECIAL AT THE

thousands of jeans
tops to match
clothes for guys
clothes for gals
headbands-watchbands

Good Until Xmas
10% off a,11
purchases with
NISC I.D.
MON-FRI 11-9

SAT. 10-6
open.Sundays until Xmas 12-5

Jean Scene Gift Certificates
-when in doubt about
what to give

JEAN SCENE

3304 W. foster
5 Min. from NISC
Home of Male- Landlubber - Levi - Lee
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Mental health of college students
One of the serious problems in college anc,l
university life today is the lack of attention to the
personality needs of the students. Suicide is the
second most common cause of death on the
campus, topped only by automobile accidents ;
but those who have studied the subject believe
that half of the latter are " concealed suicides";
thus suicide actually leads the list. Dr. Howard A.
Rusk of the New York University Medical Center
collected estimates that 90,000 students each
year will threaten suicide, one in ten will make the
attempt, and that there will be 1,000 actual deaths
resulting. Beyond this, he calculates that among
six million students, "some 600,000 have emotional problems for which they need professional
assistance." The National Institute of Mental
Health finds that " the factor of human isolation
and withdrawal " appears to be critical ; and the
colleges recognize the serious problem created
by these " loners" and are trying to provide help
but admit (in hundreds of letters to us from deans)
that they do not have adequate solutions.
This waste of some of the nation 's finest young
people is intolerable. Since for every actual death,
nearly a hundred have felt so desperate as to
threaten it, much light could be thrown on the

subject by learning what factors enabled the fortunate ones to work out of their difficulties and
keep going.
·
With the help of a friend who is vitally interested
in this subject, the American Institute of Family
Relations is carrying out a nationwide study of
what is being done and what could and should be
done. We need to hear from as many students as
possible who have faced such a crisis . What
pulled them out of it? Was it aid furnished by the
college or university? or other community organization? or by a friend? or religion? or reading?
Just how did they save themselves?
We will not publish the names of any individuals
or schools; the information will be handled statistically and anonymously. If you can call the
attention of your readers to this study and ask for
volunteers who will write their ex1>eriences to me
("personal " ) at the above address, it may contribute toward saving valuable lives.
We shall certainly be most grateful for any help
you can give.
Cordially yours ,
Paul Popenoe, Sc.D.
President

KAMAoo
SUTRA
THE MOTION PICTURE
KAMA SUTRA SEEN BY
MILLIONS OF MEN AND
WOMEN IN EUROPE
AND ASIA IS NOW
FREE TO BE SHOWN
IN THE UNITED STATES ...
ANSWERS QUESTIONS EVEN A MAN AND
WIFE DON'T DARE ASK EACH OTHER!
COME TO THE

KAMASUTRA

I WANT TO SHOW YOU SOMETHINGl .. ln color
s,.,.,..,IRUNO DIETRICH • PfRSIS KHAMIATTA • RICHARD ABBOTT• PREM NATH
.FA.RYAL KAlltlM • MAREN KAEHLER • BARBARA SCHONE• FR.-.NZISK:A IRONNEN • JAi KUMAR

A CONTI-FILM-P,od,ced '"" o;,ec1•• by KOBI IAEGER and RICHARD R, RIMMEL
Mu,;c •, IRMIN SCHMIDT • WO0LD SALES , Exportfilm Bischoff & Co,

Muscleman
NO,E

YOU'RE LATE: FOR
C-1...ASS AGAIN•

THE: CON!;,ANT
or:- THE

REC..URl.'ANC.E:"

BIGNESS

MICKEY

Tl-4EME

SPILLANE'S

lt,J

ORl<S.
leathers,
and bells,
tank tops
and sweaters
outasight o r
hip business
attire
OLEG CASSIN!

SUITS
PIERRE CARDIN

SHIRTS

GETITALL
TOGETHER
IN OUR UNI -SEX
BOUTIQUE

HEAR
YOU'RE
TAKING A LOT

I

YOU HAVE.
INCORRECT CON·

MANY

OF

AN
CE:PTION
OF"" S E X
EDUCA-rl ON.

OF"

MICl-'E:Y

MOUSE:

COUQSE'S
THIS
SEM~STEF.>.

Come In,
Put Us On . . .
your accent
Will be Today!

MALE OR FEMALE
IF YOU HAVE A DRIVER'S LICENSE

{j)

APPLY NOW-

DRIVE A YELLOW
Darlene

It's about time!!
Sorry, Michigan, but
Congratulations D.S.,
anyway.

Just telephone
Apply in person at

CA 5-6692 or

120 E. 18th St.

EARN UP TO $50 OR MORE DAP.Y
WORK DURIN"G SEMESTER BREAKS
AND HOLIDAYS
DRIVE A YELLOW
APPLY NOW - START WORK WHEN THE
HOLIDAY BEGINS OR START IMMEDIATELY

DAY, NIGHT or WEEKENDS
Work from garage near home or school.
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Open
Meeting To Discuss
Problems of Food Service
Thursday December 10 - 1:00 in Auditorium

- An informal meeting to Discuss:
1-Role of the Board of Managers
2-Cost of Operating Food Service
3-Quest'i ons from the floor
,
-Free Food Committee, members of the
Board of Managers, and President Sachs present.
-The Entire College Community
is invited and urged to attend

1:00 THURSDAY IN AUDITORIUM
SUP-ER-QUICK~-------SU PER SLICK
GET RID OF ALL WINTER'S MISERABLE DEPOSITS.

PETERSON AND PULASKI
CARWASH
Will
Remove

w -

SALT-SLUSH-SLOP-SLIME AND GRIME
Car Wash and Wax

with any gas purchase
SUPER cIean an d d ry f ree vacuum

• S&H Green Stamps
Annual Car Wash Plan Available

75c
. hout gas
was h wit

$)25

8:00 AM to 8:00 PM Everyday

25c extra Saturday, Sundays and Holidays
I
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JEROME KILTY
(Rob ert Browning)

Club Italiano holds dinner
Several events have high lighted t he activities of the newly
formed Club Italiano during the
Fa ll trimester. On Sunday, November 1st, the Club sponsored
a f ield trip to the Art Institute.
The occasion was a spec ial exh ib iti on of 18th-century Italian
pa inting : Rococo to Romanticism. Paintings from all parts of
Ita ly were displayed . The second
part of t he f ield tri p inc luded a
di nner at the ltalina Village
where man icott i, lasagna, torton i and othe r culinary preparati ons introduced the members to
t he f ine art of Italian cooking .
The highlight of the day took
place at the Aud itorium Theatre
where Mr. Sergio Franchi met
with and accepted an honary
membership in the Club Italiano
at NISC. The Club recognized
Mr. Franchi 's contribution to
Italian Arts and his humanitarian
spirit in aiding the less fortunate .
Mr. Franchi gave a benefit performance for the Boys Town of
Italy. Needless to say, both the
performance and the benefit

Jerome Kilty is int ernat ionally
known as aut hor, actor and dir ect or.
In 1948, while an undergraduate at
H arvard, he co-fou nded the Brattle
Theatre Company in Cambridge,
Mass. and worked ther e in over for ty
pr oductions. As an actor he has appeared in eleven plays on Broadway
and in over one hundr ed television
productions. H e has worked with most
of t he American regional theatres;
St ratford, Conn.; The American Conservatory Theat re, San Francisco;
The Arena Theat re, Washingt on,
D.C. ; The Studebaker and Goodman
Theatr es, Chicago, Ill.; Gr oup Twenty
P layers, Wellesley, Mass . ; The Ya le
Repertory Company, New Haven ,
Conn. ; and The Alley Theatre,
H ouston, Texas.

were a tremendous success.
On Wednesday , December
2nd , t he ann ual Ital ian banquet
was held at Bino 's Restaurant.
The Club was honored by the
presence of President and Mrs.
Sachs. The banquet was well attended by facu lty members, stu-.
dents and parents. The even ing 's activities included: dinner, entertainment, slides , songs
and dan cing . Specia l thanks are
g iven t o the Ital ian Government
Travel Offi ce for providing the
CI u b w ith posters , sl ides ,
pamphlets on Italy and other materials used in creat ing an authentic Ital ian atmosphere. An nounceme'n ts of the recently
elected officers of the Club Ital. iano were made. The results are:
President, Gloria Maria Cruz ;
Vice-President , Joseph Locascio ; Secretary, Beverly Nichols ; Treasurer, Diane Fu ggiti ;
Sergeant-at-A~ms, Joseph Atria.
Till next trimester the officers
and members of the Clu b Italiano offer one and all a BUON
NATALE!

Mr. Kilty's gr eatest s uccess was
with his first "letter-play," Dear L iar ,
an adaptation of the correspondence
between Bernard Shaw and Mrs.
P atrick Campbell which began its international career in 1960 with
Katherine Cornell and Brian Ahearn,
under Mr. Kilty's direction. Since
t hen it has been performed in nearly
every country in t he world . M r . Kilty,
himself, and his wif e, Cavada Humph~
rey, toured it across America, Ireland, E ngland and South Africa and
later per fo rmed it on t elevision. The
F r ench ( P ierre Brasseur and Maria _
Casares), Italian (Pa olo Stoppa and
Rina Morelli ) and German ( E lisabeth
B.ergner and 0. E . H asse) produc-

tions wer e a ll directed by Mr . Kilty.
In 1963 he was invited by t he Soviet
Government to attend performances of
Dear L iar at the Moscow Ar t Theatre
to celebrate the centenary of Stanislavsky's birth and was made an
honor ar y member of that theatre.
Since 1963 Mr. Kilty has been
dividing his time between E urope and
America. He has directed Marie Bell
in P aris in F rancoise Sagan's L es
Violons, Parfois, T he Luchino Visconti
Company in t he Italian production of
Oh What A Lovely Warf and t he recent World P remiere of Diego
F abbri 's Alle Mie Donn e (I L eave To
My W omen) in Milan .
Aside fro m Dear L iar, Mr. Kilty
has had four plays produced in Eur ope
and America including The Ides of
March, based upon T hornton Wilder's
novel, which has been played under
hi s directi on in Berlin (w it h 0 . E.
Hasse as Caesar ) and London (with
Si r J ohn Gielgud as Caesar ) and
which had its American Premiere to
great acclaim at the Repertor y Company of St. Louis, Mo., last season.
He has · writ ten several television
plays and one movie, Th e Day and
T he Hour, fo r Rene Clement, and is
currently wr iting the screenplay of
t he life of Bishop J ames P ike, as well
as a new letter-play from t he correspondence of Mar y Todd Lincoln. Mr
Ki lty is well known to Chicago audiences fo r hi s appearan ces at t he Goodman Theatr e in Dylan, Tar tuffe,
Marat! Sade, and t he R ecruiting
Officer.

10% DISCOUNT FOR ALL

SHAFER
FLORISTS

BRYN MAWR
KIMBALL
for the girl with an eye on fash ion , quality and cost .

221 8 NOR T H GENEVA TERRACE (just off Linco l n)

SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women 's shop w ith unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses .

PHONE - 478-6276
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL

HOURS
MON
WED
THURS
FRI.

11 :30- 9:30
11 :30- 9 :30
11 :30-9 :30
11 :30- 9:30

NISC STUDENTS
& FACULTY

TUES 6 :00- 9 :30
SAT. 10 :30 - 5:30
SUN . 10:30 - 5 :30

TONG'S TEA GARDEN
1 block east

3411 W. BRYN MAWR
KE 9-9650

NEW DINING ROOM

of NISC
AMERICAN FOOD

Northeastern Students & Faculty
LIFETIME G UARAN TEES on Complete Line of
BULOVAS -

LONGIN ES -

Le CO ULTRE

FREE Engraving

SAWA-SA WA'S
Jewelers
80 W. Madison St.• Chicago, Ill. 60602
Between Clark and Dearborn Streets
Telephone 263-0781

The Only KEEPSAKE Diamond
· Dealer in the Loop

"Ifyou see nothing
else this year,
you must see

RV££RS!/ PIECES.

It will not, I think,
/~~f ever fade fram
!~I<l..~
,>; mem~!lt~
COLUM BIA PICT URES Pre sents a BBS Product ion .

LU NC H A N D DINNER
HOU RS: 1 1 AM. to 10:00 PM.
Now serving student lun ches all day

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

JACK NICHOLSON '" FIVE EASY PIECES w,,,, Karen s iack

and Susan Anspach . Sc reenp l ay by Ad ri en Joyc e . Sl o ry by Bob Ra fe lson and Ad ri en Joyce
Prod uced by Bo b Aafe lson and Ric ha rd Wec hsler • Exe cu!1ve 1-'r od uc er Ber t Sc hne i de r

Directed by Bob Rale lson · CO LO fi

t-• .----~-., -••-. -. ••-.• --... -,,-, .-••..- ...--•.~-- •1 •

, A WALTER REA D E THEATRE

lHeESQUlrl!
58 •• O A K S T PU!ET •

337•1117

Today at 2:15, 4:15, 6:15, 8:15, 10:15

r ,:::::::;:~:::::7
.

GIANT HAMBURGERS
640z. Pitohe, ol Mil/e,'1 Bee, 11.75
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LIGHT OR DARK
CASUAL AND COZY

ROARING FIREPLACE

Page out of
Our Past

To eat here or take out
BARBECUE RIBS
Bratwurst & other "great:•
Charcoal Broiled Items

I
>!

COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS
Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

.

,,~

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 days a week

(t,.

•◄

I-~

c:::=~
AMPLE FREE PARKING
2741 W. Howard St. 973~0990 1447 N~ Wells 664-2393
"Prices For The Student's Budget"

- ~ ~ - ; : ! ~ ~..._..; .....;"!,"";~ ~ " 4 > ~ ~ ~ ~~

~~~

8AEWSTER

Wednesday, Nov. 13, 1963

The Cafeteria
Again Rouses
Controversy
by Greg Gottst,ein _

l' he people at this table had just finished eatin,r """'" of tJ.c dcligl1tful cafet=i1.--grub.
N ote the look of utmost r apt ure . on t heir faces.

SEE IT DOWNTOWN THIS HOLIDAY SEASON
5
~:~: y

DEC. 18

Continuous Performances

,-r
-~

YtXIII
OOlaE

• e-

BELLSWestem &Hitt,
CHICAGOLA N D'S )
OF

LAR GEST SELECTION

M•f«

SLACKS & JEANS

1r IH IE 11311:2 IEA\1r
'll)A\~lr~ IEXll)IL 10~ll 10~
CHICAGO
OLD TOWN
1532 N. Wel ls

HIGHLAND PARK
2016 First Street

WAUKEGAN
126 N. Genessee

DES PLAINES
1512 Miner

Who ever mentions .the real unsung heroes of C.T.C.-N.? The longest suffering and most put-upon
people this side of the Student Senate. The people with the biggest
reason to "belly-ache." Yes, it's the
people who buy their lunch at
school.
They don't really say that the
food is bad becat1se it really isn't.
Well, at least no ·one has died from
it. Well ... not that we know of
anyway. Well . . . maybe one or
two .. . but that isn't too bad considering' the number of people who
eat there day after miserable day.
After all, as the man says, "you
pays your money and takes your
chance." You can't expect to live
forever if YJ>U take dangerou~ risks
every day.
However, in the interest of fair
and squareness we have taken a
poll (on the up and up, naturally)
to see what people really think of
our food.
G. Sherman-"Food is hell."
A. Lincoln-"With malice toward
none; with charity for all; but do
I have indigestion."
A. Hitler-"! think the food here
is just grand."
P. Guerino-"Reach for a Lucky
instead of the food and I'll nail
you."
D. Sacks- "! think that the cook
occasionally exercises a lack of resp9.nsibility and mature judgment
in choosing the menu for the day."
N. Bonaparte- "The fooq that
will kill me is not yet cast upon

my tray."
G. Pearl-"If they don't start
making the food my way I'm going
to take my stuff and go home."
F. Roosevelt-"We have nothing
to fear except maybe the meat
loaf."
K. Marx-"The proletarians have
nothing to lose but their stomachs."
C. LeFebre-"It is food. It is
good food. It is pretty good food.
It is usually pretty good food. It
is usually pretty good food that I
don't think much of. l think someone should- tell the man in the
white house . . . no, the white
house . : . no, the white house, etc.,
etc."_
I. E. Zimmerman-"When the
wind is blowing from the cafeteria,
I follow it."
T. Sullivan-"What's the administration's position on this?"
The Stage Players-(in unison)
"We keep the Crucible full of something strong to wash the food down
with."
The Senate-"We back the cafeteria past and present."
There were many more com:
ments that space will not permit
us to use as it seemed that everyone has something to say concerning that which is so near and dear
to their hearts; namely their stomachs. Don't forget that you still
can bring your lunch from home
if you like that sort of thing. No
matter what anybody says, I still
think that their pie is good.

PAT-RON I Z E OUR
ADVERTISERS
(AH 4 of them )
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AVOIDTH.E
RIP OFF
Exchange your
books with

book nook
Bring books to the
book nook
Dec. 16, 17, 18, & 21

Buy book in the A Lounge Jan 8,11,12, & 13

the book nook
underground by the pool hall
in E-45

'

I

INTERESTED PEOPLE
WANTI NG TO WO RK ON

PRINT
-Please Stop by
First Week of
January '71 Trimester

Students,
please get I.D. pictures
taken down in
checkroom, soon.
Mrs. Z.

OPEN MEETING OF THE
EDUCAIIONAl EQ_
UNDATIONS

DEPARTMENT
An in~itation to all student~ to attend an open meeti ng of the
Educational Foundations Department in Room D-113 on
December 10, at 1 p.m. Students presently taking Philosophy and History of Education are urged to attend and
express their suggestions for any changes and/or improvements in 62-215. Students who have completed the course
are also encouraged to attend the meeting.

TO: .

Students interested in Groundwater Course No. 54-407,
Tuesday 6:30 - 9:30.
FROM:
Dr. Qutub
RE:
Course Outline
Students may register for this course January 4, 1971
The following will be the course outline.
Jan. 12
lntrod. & Occurence of Groundwater
Jan. 19
G.W, Movement
Jan.26
Water Wells.
Feb. 2
G. Water quality
Feb. 9
G. Water Development
Feb.16
Surface & Subsurface Investigations
Feb.23
Sea water intrusion of G.W.
Mar. 2
Legal Aspects of G.W.
Mar. 7
Artificial recharge of G.W.
Mar.16
Class reports
Mar. 23
Class reports
Mar. 30
Class reports
Apr. 6
Class reports
Apr.13
Final Exam
The first hour and half will be lecture. The second hour and a half will be
duscussion on progress of investigations that class members will be doing.
Grades will be assessed as follows:
50% .............. : Exam
50% ............... Report

NortheasternNotre Dame
University -

Mistletoe

Mixer
Wednesday Dec. 23 , 1970
North Park Hotel

8: 12 P.M.

1936 W. Clark

$2.00 per Person
Refreshments
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An

History

unfortunate
incident
by Lynda Ann Immergluck
The headlines of the Chicago
daily newspapers almost read:
" Girl Raped in Northeastern
Parking Lot. " The lead (in- .
troductory paragraph) would
have said: "A Miss _· ___
was assaulted last night at 10:00
p.m. in the parking lot of Northeastern Illinois State College, located at 5500 N. St. Lou is. The
attacker ran off and his identification is still not determined .
Miss __ , a senior at Northeastern, is presently resting
comfortably at her home. Witnesses claim that they heard
faint screams coming from the
unlit park i ng lot and they
reached the area as the assailant
escaped into the darkness. Miss
__ was attending a lecture given by Ralph Nader that ended at
approximately 9:45."
The story would then go on to
say that " the college is located
in a densely populated residential area that holds one of the
lowest crime rates in the city. The
students commute from Chicago
and surrounding suburbs. The
~ecunty Police on campus expressed deep concern for this

'unfortunate incident' and will .
make further attempts to tighten
the security to prevent a reoccurence of campus crime."
The story, of course, was never written because the alleged
attacker ran off when the young
woman gave him the kiss that he
had demanded. The surrounding
data is all correct and the only
thing to be discerned is-what
is, as opposed to, what might
,have been . Must we wait for an
unfortunate incident, such as
rape, to put lights in secluded
areas of the parking lot? Would
anyone be shocked to find out
that the 'kiss and run ' drama occured in the side parking lot, that
is adjacent to the new Science
Building, off of the gym exit?
One realizes that 'unfortunate
in cidents' occur everywhere and
at any time but the environment
does not have to encourage it.
Patroll ing the outside encompassing area of the school can
prove just as (or more) fruitful as
combing the inner confines. The
price of a human life should be
worth more than the fee of a
parking violation fine.

Club
presents:
Mr. James Cone
from the
Leo Burnett
Advertising Ageway

TOPIC:
SpiroAngew
Ralph Smith
and the Problems
of

Political
Advertising

Would you be lieve tuition is going up
again? Do you believe the cost of living?
Didn' t you know about ... lG? (It's help.
And it's coming ... January 1971.)

T.H ., M .C., J .B., P.C., G .H. · Tell me wha t
you come here for, boy. You better get
your bags and flee. Yo u're in trouble
now .
You 're
headed
into
more .......Officer Wilke.
·

Ace, I love you ... Bess .

Will Steve cut his hair?
If we don ·•t have it, you don ' t need it!
D.J .. I' m sending you a big bouquet of
roses -one for every time you broke my
heart .... .Edward
Remember Mount Pisgah!
Congratulations to my little Sisters · Cathy & Pat ..... Bernie
Ellen/ ·
• _ We don ' t smoke marijuana on Bea ver Island,
We don' t take our trips on LSD.
We don't burn our draft cards down on
King 's Highway,
'Cuz we like living right and being free.
We don' t make a pa rty out of loving
'Cuz we like holding hands
And pitching woo.
We don't let our hair grow long and
shag gy
Like the hippies out in San Francisco
do .... .Meg.
Dear M.K., Get yourself a '71 Punkalina,
two white horses, a glass slipper (size
9EE ), and I'm all yours!! Twinks

B.B. is a shnorer. S.S.M . and Barney B.
Dear E.B. "Take a letter .... " L.G.
Dear A .J., This is for you ...L.
Actually, IG has been around
years, but 4 some of you .....

for 4

Mr. S.R . is inaccurate in cla iming to be
irrelevant. He is welcome my knowing
non -support ..... M iss LA.I.

Kibbutz, Tours, Archaeology,
University, Arts, Dance, Hebrew

Why hasn 't the Am erican flag been
raised this week? For how long are we
going to keep the American flag from
flying? Has the rope been cut? ... lt's nice
to know that the Administration at this
college doesn't give a damn about the
flag ... lT's nice to know that the Administration hos not even realized that the
Flag has not been flying .... How much
does it cost to buy a rope to fly the
Am erican flag? .... Wha t happened to
'O ld Glory'?
Hey dirty hippy with the Commie TRUCK .
I love you. Can ya dig it?

Year program combining
a study of Hebrew and
teaching or working on
kibbutz or in a
development town.

Price $1990 p.o.e.

DATSUN

Drive a Datsun .. . then decide at:

SCHMIDT MOTORS
3527 N. WESTERN
CHICAGO; ILLINOIS

-1SBA.ELPB0GBAMS
220 S. State Street
Chicago, Illinois 60604
939-6427

Congratulations to Cathy, Sue, Judy,
Barbara, Janet, Ly nn , Linda, Jean, Linda,
Colleen, Sharon, Judy, Karen, Donna,
Valerie, Sue, Judy, Pat, Nancy, Sue,
Michelle, Bonnie, Sue, Marlene, Karen,
Claudia, Kathy, Donna, Janna, Maureen,
M ary and Donna ...The new sisters of
Lambda Sigma Al pha.

LEARN

COMPUTER

THANKYOU

PROGRAMMING
Newest AUDIO VISUAL Train ing
System offers "Y OU " private
study periods, that cut your
learning t ime and speeds your
future earnings. You set the
time, hours, pace at which you
want to learn , on this exclus ive
new method .. . only at ...

to all who gave food
and clothing for the
Thanksgiving Drive.

Business Tr~ning Centers

Newman Club

A Division of Bora-Warner Acceptance Corp.

R. Morrison: Thank you for " Be Quick" •
it's great. You're Rogers and Hammerstein combined .
R. Raccoon: I' d like to publicly announce
you ' re a very nice, kind person .... The
M ean kid.
General populace of St. James -The boys
at the Coast Guard station have this announcement-parties on Whiskey Island
wil l no longer be allowed w ithout the
written permission of Qm2 Arthur Gal lagher, Qm2 Daniel Gallagher, Seamen
Ron Cox, Frank Hackett and Mack the
Knife .... Th e boys at the Point.
Randy Allegreza , Ever1· time I walk by
I.C. my heart skips a !Seat. Fate has destined that we will never meet, but I wi ll
a I ways rema in .. .Your secret admi rer .. .Marilyn.
IG is com ing!

Wanted : An answer to this question:
Why are there so many Kathies i n this
school? Do you know, K.C., K.G ., and
C.C:?

Dear J.J., My humble apologies to you
and Suzette . but is it really my foult that
the name is popular w ith poodle own ers?

N.K.

Dear Jack, You have our deepest sympathy . We had no idea how much you have
suffered. It must be a real pain having
Warren as a relative ...We' re sorry, ·Fran
and Betty .

Israel summer programs

Sherut La'am

Bob: thanks again for fixing our flat tire
in the parking lot last Wednesday ... Sue,
Cathy & Donna.

Attention Barb Johnson: Ga yle Masada
is engaged .

Go,Go,Go,Go,Go, Goodyear!

IN ISRAEL

Datsun
delivers extras
that others
charge extra
for or don't
have.

Go into the halls and yell "K athy" ""and
250 girls will an swer (Maybe even a boy
or two!) ... N .H.

My dearest Prince Charming ,
My stainless steel white knight is run ning away wi th " the sun did it" (P.D.l. )
Rapunzel ; let' s make it a foursome.
Broken -hearted locker. No. 1'.l

PLAN NOW FOR A SUMMER OF
CREATIVITY AND SELF EXPRESSION

A-129-131
1:00 Thurs.

classifieds.

Randy Allegreza,
I'd lave ta wake up Christmas morning
and find you in my stacking ...... .Yaur se cret admirer, M ari lyn

THINK SUMMER DURING .
WINTER BREAK

.....

KIYPUNCH
PROOUMMINO

~

11111111

WM1B1

MR. JENKINS

2B2-6565
4001

w. DeYOn Ave., Chicago, Ill.

Dear RA & JJ , Pass you?? .. .hadn ' t real ized you were taking the course for credit!
Can you Dig lt? .... IG is coming!

A RESPECTED NAME IN EDUCATION SINCE 1873.

Send a ll Christmas donations for the
Print Mouse to the Pr int office. Bread
c r u m b s will do ... or sw iss cheese
holes .. Thank you .

AC COUNTING

•
CPA PREP
EXEC. SECRETARY

Dear A.J ... "l ' m a (concerned ) histo ry ma jor." ... Ducky

All will be quiet in the Print office over
Christmas, except for the mouse .

For Sal e-1966 V.W . square back low-mil.
Sun -roof .. $900.00 or offer
262-9422 evenings.

•

PROGRAMMING
LEG AL SECRET ARY

•

•
•

STUDENT LOANS

Morning hours-afternoon job placement-evening classes

- ·- - - - - - - - - - -

NE

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

AAttention! To all my friends! Only 17
more shopping days until my birthday ... Fran .
Free Kittens! On e long -haired b lack male
and one calico female. They are very
fri endly, healthy and not neurotic. Have
had shots. Call Davi d ... 5B3-4347

BUS. ADMINISTRATION

VETERAN & 1-20 APPROVED

Dear R.A . and J.J ... .Trimester would not
have been much fun w ith ou t you
two ... Thank You !...Sincerely .. .S.L.R.

A s stated last week, Mi ss Lynda Ann I.
was defin ite ly irrel even t .
M r. Scott R.

•

Addr41SS _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Telephone _ _ _ _ _ _ __
City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-State _ _ _ _ _ Zip Code _ _ _ __
)

College _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

I

I.
I'

Course Interest _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

]

Phone 334-7212

L------
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Dave Green Report
Northeastern's basketball eagles
with their record even (two winstwo loses) are practicing. Practicing to perfect their ability in order to fit the style of play of Coach
Salario. Sitting watching the varsity scrimmaging under the watchful eye of the coach you are struck
by the difference between this
years team and last years. There
probably couldn't be two more different philosophies represented
than that of Coach Salario and the
man he replaced Coach Gulan.
"Discipline" was everything to
Gulan. He purposefully put himself into a strict authoritarian role.
Coming down hard on his players

whenever he could, Gulan was
evidently trying to build up in the
egales a toughen respect for him .
Similar to the esteem to which
many hold for a coach like Vince
Lombardi.
Gulan just didn't pull it off with
the eagles. Many of the players held
him in open disrespect. Four mem, bers of the team during the awards
banquet refused to shake hands
with the man after accepting . their
certificates.
Where Gulan used to stand at
mid-court and shout his directions
and abuse during a practice session
Salario, under the basket, gets on
the same level as his players. Com-

Switching now to the lighter side
of the sports scene at Northeastern .
In January the start of Intramural
ments by him are usually quiet and
Basketball will see once again the
generally deal with encouragment
return of the PRINT Penguins.
rather than degradation. In short
The Penguins (PRINT's entry into
his players like him.
the basketball intramural areana)
However there is talk by some
this year have an all new look. Last
people over in the gym that the
years team was plagued by abeagles this year aren't a disciplined
sentee-ism and a general lack of talenough team. Could it be that SaWomen's basketball team's have ent.
lario's style -doesn't stress dis- always been ignored by the newsThe only returning letterman of
cipline and control enough. A paper. This has been a critism of the winless penguins was not even
symptom of an undisciplined team PRINT leveled by irrate women going to make an effort ot form a
is a low shooting percentage. Play- talking about differential news team this year, but a change in perers take many shots they souldn't treatment. Their complaints have · sonell on the staff has brought toand don't wait for the "per- been valid. Full coverage of the gether an ambitous basketball
centage" shot.
women's sports hopefully will be group. A team has resulted.
Saturday in Dubuque the eagles attempted in PRINT.
One of the first things this new
lost. They were out-scored by thirgroup of basketball amateur wanted to do was change the name. Jun- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - k i n g the penguin as our name and
mascot was the initial order of business. Alternatives were brought up.
Names mentioned included the
PRINT Panthers, PRINT Pansies,
PRINT Pigs, PRINT Prunes,
PRINT Pandas, PRINT Parasites,
PRINT Paratroopers, PRINT Parrots, PRINT Peacocks, PRINT
P ea s ants , PRINT Peddl ers,
PRINT Peepers, PRINT Pushovers and on an on an on. The
group couldn't come to a decisit fl
by Mike Kesselman wewee 555))22were taken and
held. Three weeks of meetings
Since an article last appeared game, with Keehn (13.5) Davis could not product a name .
T e n a t i v e agreement fi nally
by me, our varsity Cagers have (10.5) and Williams (10) followsplit in their last two games ing them. Czekalski is leading in came after a compromise of the
against St. Mary and Dubuque. rebounds with 12 per game aver- real issue. The illiteration was
Against St. Mary of Niles, the age. Leading' the free throw de- dropped. A coalitio n within the
team showed great come from partment is Doyle having made 8 group was pushing for PRINT Ad
behind ability in a 94-85 win. for 8 attempts. Saunders is 5 for Hoc Committee to Play Intramural
Coach Salario was pleased with 5 in that department. Keehn has Basketball. The name received apthe way the team caught up and made 8 for 9 for 88%. Leading proval by the group and the conbusted into the lead . Though we free throw sco rer is Chico Cze- troversy was over.
T he name was given to the sole
won , Coach Salario was dis- . kalski having made 33 in 45 atreturn
ing letterman with the inappointed in our defensive, re- tempts for a 73%.
Our first home game is Satur- structions to make the name
bounding , however he expects it
change official. However, he havto improve with the addition of . day against Illinois-State with the
several new players who will be- · game starting at 8:00 p.m. in the ing all the power in the sports department of PRINT decided to
come eligible in January. High Northeastern gymnasium. I hope
keep the name penguins. T hose in
scorer in the St. Mary's game to see all of you out there cheerpower can do what they want.
was Chico Czekalski w ith 36 ing for the Eagles to obtain anty-five points. In the game the
eagles took ninty shots at the basket. Twenty-seven of them went.
in. That puts the shooting percentage of the eagles at a very low
thirty percent. A good coach styles
the play of his team to the talent
available. He should not try to fit
his players to a style.

Basketball tea1n
•
WIDS

Looking at women
...and basketball

Ed Czadowski

The woman's version of the 49-39. Lauren Foster was the
Golden Eagles basketball team high scorer for Northeastern
has started the season off in with 12 points and Linda Larson
championsh ip form . They have scored 10.
been victo rious three t imes in
Bounc ing back from the prefour contests, and have proven vious week's loss; the girls beat
t hat they can give any team a • George Williams College 57-37.
good challenge .
They followed their usual game
Offering a simple explanation plan of running hard and shootfor the team 's success is the ir ing . But George Williams was a
coach , Mrs. Julie DeMano. " The hard running team, also. To
girls play a nice game, " she said. break their ability to drive under
" We're not very big, so we ' re the basket, the zoned defense
forced to play a fast game with a played a little looser than norlot of running and shooting."
mal. They forced their opp.oThe team isn't tall , but they are nents to shoot from the o utside
fast and can usually work and they failed to hit continaround a tall opposition .
uously. Aware of the speed of
Fortunately, Mrs. DeMano is the Eagels, George Williams also
working with a large team and played a different defense. But it
.;;,l,o 1v,,- , - 1,u1li 1,!::I r''"'''' u iu .... h . ....,-i
rci11ecnu give gooa coverage and
talent. The present roster has 22 with the middle wide open, our
girls and only 6 are veterans. Re- girls did a lot of driving through
turning players include the start- the lane.
ing five, Li nda Larson, Carol
Depite the score, t he game
Lindseth , Lois Skiera, Mary Beth had a close first half. But the
Ulanek and Gail Weldon . Lauren George Williams team failed to
Foster is the only other player score in spurts in the second
who was with the team last year.
half, as they did in the first.,
Included in their 3 wins are Northeastern continued to convictories over Chicago State, trol both boards and the oppoWright and George Williams. nents failed to get on defense
Their loss was against Olivet quick enough. Slowly, but steadNazarine, a game that saw them ily, they pulled far ahead of the
get the breaks they needed, but visitors, and gave Coach Dethey failed to hit the basket. Mano a chance to look at all of
Their failure to practice enough her players.
Leading the team in scoring .
the week before the game
helped lead them to ruin. But was Carol Lindseth, with 22
points. Other high scorers were
they put up a good battle and
Linda Larson and Mary Beth Ulastayed with the visitors until the
nek, with 12 apiece.
last quarter. The final score was

· WOMAN'S BASKETBALL ROSTER
Christine Axiyamo
Carol Lindseth
Florine Banana
Nettie Lyden
Debbie Benjamin
Kathy Moore
Rachael Bittman
Janet Polumbo
Nancy Boyer
Linda Polumbo
Shelia Cohen
Lois Skiera
Marguerite Daley
Caryn Spayer
Lauren Foster
Lourdes Ubides
Kricket Kanabay
Mary Beth Ulanek
Linda Larson
Kathy Vick
Linda Lease
Gail Weldon

GROSS GAG GIFTS
CHICAGOLAND'S LARGEST STOCK OF

poi nts. Fo llow ing him were TolT_I
Coticchio with 14 points per

•
again

other victory. See you Saturday
Hey, Have a great holiday and
night.
all that.
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Chicago
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List Price

LP's

Tapes
plus weekly specials at $2 69 each!

Panasonic & Electrophonic
Equipment
Craig and Motorola Auto Units

TICKURON Tickets to All
Maior Chicago - Area Events Now
Available at Flip Side by Ticketron
Electronic Ticket Office
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